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Episode 13: Dr Christine Page— 

The healing power of the sacred woman 

Thursday, September 5, 2019 

 

 

00:00:00 [music] You are not moving, you are being moved.  

  You are not singing, you are being sung.  

  You are not praying, you are being prayed  

  Prayed at the speed of love. 

 

00:01:08 Janet Conner: You are not moving, you are being moved. And you're not singing, 

you're being sung. It's a whole different way. Now, whenever I sing—and I'm 

constantly singing the hymn to the children and to the mother in They Are All Our 

Children—and I'm hearing my own words, "You're not singing, you're being 

sung," and every single time I sing it, which is every single day a 1 o'clock 

Eastern, I'm reminded again.  

00:01:40 And I'm feeling the words coming through my body, up from my diaphragm, 

through my lungs, through my throat, and with that awareness, with that 

consciousness, I'm not the one singing. I am being sung. The divine is moving and 

singing and loving singing in and through and as me. It's just a completely 

different… and because it is so different, because it is so non-patriarchal, I find I 

need to repeat.  

00:02:10 That's why I repeat these words to you in every single episode. I'm talking to 

myself. I am remembering that I'm not moving, I'm not singing, and I'm not the 

one praying. I am being prayed. This is 180 degrees different from the patriarchal 

way in which I was taught to pray. You better get on your knees, young lady, and 

say your prayers. No. The divine is praying in and through and as me. 

00:02:39 If you're meeting me for the first time, hearing me for the first time, I'm Prayer 

Artist Janet Conner, and you have arrived in perfect timing, speed of love timing, 

to the 13th episode, 13th episode in this my new podcast Praying at the Speed of 

Love. Perhaps you heard six years of shows on The Soul Directed Life. As much 

as I loved that show—and I know how much you loved it, 230,000 downloads—I 

needed to say goodbye in order to create the space for this radical new post-

patriarchal podcast about prayer. 

00:03:25 And that's what we're doing, you and I. We are exploring prayer, original prayer. 

What's that ad? This is not your father's Oldsmobile? This is not your father's 

prayer [laughter]. This is original prayer. And original is such an exquisite word 

because it has two meanings at exactly the same time. Original prayer is forever 

ancient. 
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00:03:55 Since we crawled out of the sea, we've been praying. Prayer is forever ancient, but 

at exactly the same time, right now in your body, it's brand new. It's brand new. 

So I see this as prayer before patriarchy and prayer after our 5,000 year walk. It's 

been a tough walk. We've been walking under these very tight constrictions by 

patriarchy that dictated two things. 

00:04:29 And as I say this, you can probably think about the way you were raised and go, 

"Yeah. Uh huh." The first thing patriarchy dictated is that God is distant. Just 

think of all the artwork, right? It's this cranky, old white guy somewhere in the 

sky [laughter]. You know, as a little kid, you just sort of look up. "I don't know. 

God's in the sky, right?" And so, given that God is distant, you better get yourself 

an emissary to approach that God. 

00:05:03 Because God is distant, you can't. So some holy-trained guy, right—it was always 

a guy—could be your emissary. I grew up believing this. Never even crossed my 

mind to ask. Both of these things are lies. God is not distant. She is with you. She 

is in you. She is you. You could get burned at the stake not so long ago for saying 

that. And She is in communion with you right now, this moment, no intermediary 

required. 

00:05:42 So did you notice I said this is the 13th episode? I've been paying… I love 

numerology. I'm not a numerologist. Emma Kupu Mitchell is. But I stay really, 

really close, and I pay attention to the numbers. And this number is not an 

accident. I trust you know that 13 is the number of the Divine Feminine. The 

Divine Feminine so powerful that patriarchy turned her number, our number, into 

something superstitious, something evil, something to be afraid of. 

00:06:20 Go ahead. Get on an elevator in an American high-rise, and try to find the 13th 

floor. Imagine how terrified the boys had to be to actually change the order of the 

numbers. Thirteen was scary. Well, 13 is sacred, and in this 13th conversation, you 

and I are going to explore the love song of the Divine Feminine in her home: the 

feminine body. 

00:06:50 Our guide into the power of the feminine body is Dr. Christine Page, author of a 

book that is of the utmost importance to me. I consider it a treasure: The Healing 

Power of the Sacred Woman. People always ask me about books. What books 

should I get? Listening to my shows over the years and coming to my prayer 

intensives, people joke that I'm a very expensive friend, and they have had to 

purchase a lot of books. And I never recommend a book unless it's a treasure and 

important to me. 

00:07:27 But if you're going to get just one book on the emergence of the Divine Feminine, 

this is it, The Healing Power of the Sacred Woman, because it contains the whole 

story. It contains the story of the patriarchy and the story of how the patriarchy 

turned our feminine body into something superstitious and evil. How were you 

taught about menstruation? 
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00:07:57 I thought I was dying. I went into my mother and said, "Uh, Mom, I'm dying." 

She gave me this funny look. I mean, no training whatsoever, no preparation, no 

nothing. She goes into the bathroom, hands me a Kotex and that creepy looking 

garter belt. You've got to remember I'm 71, so this is going back to the very early 

'60s? Yeah, yeah. The early '60s. And that was it. "Just put this on." Absolutely no 

sense of awe, sense of wonder, "You're a woman. This is fabulous."  

00:08:34 Absolutely nothing because she was trained by the patriarchy. And what did we 

call our period? You called it the curse. This is evil training, but it's the way the 

culture taught us. And then childbirth. Why, this miraculous ability to create life 

is turned into a medical problem, and then menopause. 

00:09:03 And I had a ten-year, mm, difficult journey through menopause. Once again, 

absolute… with the exception of… why am I drawing a blank on her name? The 

Woman's Body. Dr. Christine somebody. 

00:09:19 Dr. Christine Page: Christiane Northrup. 

 Janet Conner:  Say again? 

 Dr. Christine Page: Christiane Northrup? 

00:09:22 Janet Conner:  That's it. The brain was losing Christiane Northrup even 

though that book is on my shelves. So, okay, we all turn to her book for a little 

taste of the fact that actually this isn't a medical problem. This is your body and 

your transition. But it's in Dr. Christine Page's book that I really am coming into, 

and I wish I had had that book when I was starting into menopause.  

00:09:49 And I would now say, "Here, everyone, everyone, everyone, everyone. Whether 

you have a pre-teen child, are entering the wonder of the capacity of the womb to 

actually co-create human life or menopause, everything is covered in this 

incredibly important book, The Healing Power of the Sacred Woman. And the 

reason this book matters so much, even though I'm telling the very personal story 

of, okay, my menstruation, my birth, my menopause, that's not really the beauty 

of the book. 

00:10:30 The real beauty of the book is that this is everything we need to shift away from 

patriarchy and into creating the world we must create or there won't be a world. 

And the language I have for that is that it's a world of reverence. So it isn't 

shifting from, okay, the boys have really screwed this up. And when I say the 

boys, I don't necessarily mean the masculine men. I mean that patriarchal 

thinking. The worst patriarchs on the planet are often women. 

00:11:05 Yeah, Mom. That's you [laughter]. So it isn't boys and girls. It's patriarchy. And it 

would be so easy to shift into, "Well, then let's have a matriarchy. Let's put the 

girls back in power because the girls do this better." If we did that, it's still a 

power structure. You're just shifting from who's in charge and who has the power. 
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It's still a hierarchy. And that's what's broken about patriarchy is that it is the half 

of a half of a half of one percent of people that have the power, who are the 

emissaries, who hold the money, who hold the rules, etc. 

00:11:43 Well, shifting that to a matriarchy is not really going to change the fact that it's a 

power structure. Now, Janet couldn't figure this out. I confess. I really couldn't. I 

just looked at patriarchy—this was two years ago when we were starting doing 

the Hoʻoponopono prayer intensives—and I fell into this thinking of, "Well, the 

boys have totally screwed this up, so let's get the girls in charge. Let's have a 

matriarchy."  

00:12:10 And because that was the wrong thinking, only I couldn't figure that out, I was 

awakened in the middle of the night. If you've been listening to me and reading 

my books, this is how guidance comes. It comes three times a day, either 

awakened between 4:00 and 5:00 AM in the middle of the night, that's when I 

heard Prayer Artist, lying in bed in the morning when you're still in the theta 

brainwave state. I call that morning theta, and that's just download city. That's just 

the richest, just don't get out of bed. 

00:12:40 And then when you do get out of bed, pick up a pen and do your deep soul 

writing. Those are my three primary download times. And when I'm awakened in 

the middle of the night—I keep a yellow pad near me—and told something, that's 

it. I take it very seriously. So I was awakened in the middle of the night and told 

this: "It wasn't a power structure. It was a reverence structure."  

00:13:15 Now, I wrote it down, and I knew that, "Woah, this is it." I still didn't understand 

it until I started to do my reading about the pre-patriarchal worlds in Demetra 

George's Mysteries of the Dark Moon, in Merlin Stone's textbook on our history, 

When God Was a Woman. And in all those books, they very carefully say that it 

wasn't a matriarchy. It was matrilineal. 

00:13:47 And as I'm reading that and underlining that, I'm slowly, "Oh, oh! This is what 

they were telling me. It's a reverence structure." In a matrilineal world, in our 

post-patriarchal world, we have reverence for everyone. Reverence for the 

children, reverence for communities, reverence for the water, reverence for the 

earth, reverence for the women, reverence for the men, reverence for religion, 

reverence for cultures. 

00:14:13 I mean, there is absolutely no end. It was a reverence structure. And so I believe 

that The Healing Power of the Sacred Woman is showing us how to step into 

recreating, co-creating, creating a new form of the reverence structure. So in this 

conversation I promise you, there is something waiting for you. There's a reason 

you're here.  

00:14:42 There is a nugget of love, there is a piece of wisdom, there is a touch of creativity, 

there is a Divine Feminine dose of power, and it's hovering in the air right now, 
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waiting to enter your womb and transform your life. The Tibetan bowl will now 

call us to open our invisible ears, the ears of our heart, to open to receive this holy 

nugget of love. 

00:15:19 [the bowl rings]  

00:15:35 Janet Conner:  She's still singing. This is the first time you've met Dr. 

Christine Page with me. This is her first time on Praying at the Speed of Love, so 

I just want to give you the two, three sentence introduction. You can read all the 

details in her magnificent book, but she grew up in a village just outside London 

and received her medical degree from the University of London and, since then, 

has practiced both allopathic and complementary medicine for now over 40 years. 

00:16:08 And then the Divine Feminine came knocking on the door, right? And the knock 

on the door was the development of breast cancer, an experience that just 

exploded Dr. Page open—kind of like that door in the soul, just like those 

invisible ears of your heart—so that she could drop into what I call the mystic. 

And the mystic, I am perceiving, is located in our wombs. 

00:16:40 And so she just said yes and opened her heart, her body, her mind, her life 

experience into a profound exploration of the innate sacred feminine healing 

power of the body. Christine Page is now in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and 

focusing on teaching and writing and is blessing us with some of her time here on 

Praying at the Speed of Love. Welcome, welcome, welcome, Christine. What a 

joy to have a conversation with you. 

00:17:16 Dr. Christine Page: Thank you so much, Janet. What a wonderful introduction. 

I'm just in awe of your wisdom and your love, so thank you for letting me be 

present in your world. 

00:17:27 Janet Conner:  Oh, my listeners… oh, that sounds so, you know, I don't 

own them. But the women and men who come to Praying at the Speed of Love 

and who are in the prayer intensives with me, they're your people. They're so your 

people. And I already have people saying, "When is Dr. Page on? When is Dr. 

Page on?" because from the moment I found out about this book through Keren 

Brown, I've been posting it in our private Facebook groups for all of our 

intensives. So you have an audience hovering over the button, waiting. 

00:17:58 Dr. Christine Page: Well, I am so honored to have a new community to be 

connecting to. 

00:18:05 Janet Conner:  So in a lot of ways, people could say, "Well, that's kind of 

weird. What is Dr. Page doing on this podcast?" because this podcast is about 

prayer. It's a very radical podcast. As far as I can tell, there's absolutely nothing 

like it. No one else is talking about post-patriarchal prayer. So we're having here 

very intimate, personal, real conversations about the evolution of our prayer lives, 
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starting from what we were taught as a child and evolving and evolving and 

evolving. 

00:18:35 Well, maybe nobody else views The Healing Power of the Sacred Woman as a 

prayer book, but I do. I mean, this is a whole lot better than the gold-leafed missal 

that I had to take to church every day. This is a prayer book because it's filled 

with rituals. It's filled with healing. Oh! So I want to hear and I know the listeners 

want to hear about the evolution of your prayer life. So there you are a little kid 

near London. How were you taught to pray? 

00:19:05 Dr. Christine Page: Well, thank you so much. I had probably a very unique 

upbringing. First of all, I come from a very strong feminine line, Great Mother 

line, matriarchal line, if we're going to call it that, where… I love your word 

reverence. Women were revered, and my grandmother and my great-grandmother 

and my mother were all revered as wise women.  

00:19:30 So they came from Scotland, and there's a word there called fay which means to 

be one with the spirit, one with the Great Mother. And so my mother and my 

grandmother and my great-grandmother would tell stories about how all the 

dignitaries of their village would come and sit at their kitchen table and ask 

questions and listen to their wisdom. 

00:19:58 So I was brought up with an understanding that we as women have a wisdom that 

goes beyond the immediate. I'm very keen to say that women's insight, women's 

intuition, women's insights, go beyond this first generation. That we are saying, 

"What is going to support the health and the wellbeing of the next seven 

generations?" And that really was what these men, these dignitaries, perhaps 

wanted to hear was, "Yes, we know what we can immediately do, but what is best 

for the community?"  

00:20:32 And that to me is the reverence that you're talking about, the reverence for the 

land, for the people. So I want to say that all the men in my life have always 

revered their women. I've never met any gender problems where men would put 

women down until I came to the US. And my husband of now, he says, "There is 

nothing more beautiful in the universe than a woman in her power."  

00:21:05 And he doesn't say that just because of me, but that was his upbringing. He's an 

American, but he was brought up to revere women. And I always had an intuitive 

connection, so my mysticism was always there. I've always known what it was to 

be part of a spiritual connection, and I revered that. It wasn't that I prayed out of 

myself. I never believed in a God living on a cloud. The prayers that I was taught 

was about love, and it just so taps into what you're doing here, Janet, that I didn't 

know that there was a judgmental God. That wasn't the teachings I had in my 

church. 
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00:21:47 It was always about loving, a loving God, a loving Jesus, a loving Mary. And so 

we never prayed for something to happen because you always knew that whatever 

was going to happen, it came from love. So you wouldn't pray, "Please make this 

happen for me," because you always knew that the very best that was going to 

ever happen came to you because you were a lovely child of the Great Mother, of 

God. That's how I was taught to pray. 

00:22:14 Janet Conner:  Okay. I can just hear the listeners going, "Oh, oh. We are 

so jealous!" Because I was taught you have to ask, and there's this very 

judgmental God. And you're not going to get what you want, but you better beg 

really hard and… wow. So now, as a kid, did you go to a Christian—? 

00:22:38 Dr. Christine Page: Yes. This is Church of England, and I have to say Church 

of England is very low in terms of hierarchy. I'm not a great believer in hierarchy 

nor were my parents. My parents would say, "Nobody's better, nobody's worse 

than you. We are all one. And anybody that you meet is another part of you." And 

so Church of England is a Christian church, but I have to say we sent all the 

fundamentalists to America and that's why we are who we are [laughter]. 

00:23:07 So when the vicar would talk to us, it was never about, "We're going to pray for 

this person." It was always like, "Mrs. So and So's broken her leg. Has anybody 

got any time they could go round and get her shopping for her?" or "This person's 

just lost their husband. Could you just remember to call in on her and make sure 

she's okay?" I mean, it was a community. We lived in a community. And 

everything was about the church, and the church was about the community. 

00:23:37 It wasn't separation. Didn't matter what church you went to. I never knew that 

people divided themselves into different religions because whoever you were, you 

were a part of the community. 

00:23:50 Janet Conner:  That is just beyond beautiful. And now, as an American, 

I've never even been to Scotland, but we have this perception or I have this 

perception that in England and Scotland and Ireland, there is this Celtic, pre-

Christian… well, like that word that you described, fay, right? And so would you 

think just being in that culture was a part of that? 

00:24:20 Dr. Christine Page: Yes. 

 Janet Conner:  Did you mother come from a history of, let's say, witches? 

Yay. 

00:24:26 Dr. Christine Page: Yeah. Well, I mean, it was even pre-Celtic of course. When 

you're driving past Stonehenge going on a holiday and it's just sitting there, and 

then you go in and you wander around the stones—and these are built maybe 

5,000 years ago—you know there's something bigger than you. And these stones 

have existed, and you know that the way that they were set up is connected to the 
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sun. You didn't need someone to measure it. You knew there was something 

sacred about the land. 

00:24:57 And I think it is that sacredness of the land which I think that people are losing. I 

mean, you go to Ireland, they're even crazier than we are. You know, the fairy 

rings, don't knock down a tree, a group of trees that are a fairy ring, you really 

will get bad luck. I mean, they really are into understanding the land. And just to 

say that in the Irish terms the goddess, she was the land. We call her the 

Sovereign Queen. So when a king came to be the ruler, he had to honor and live 

up to the expectations of the queen who was the earth. 

00:25:34 And if he didn't do that, she threw him out. Literally, he was thrown out and stuck 

in a bog which was not the best way to die because you couldn't actually die in a 

bog. Anyway, that's another matter. But you imagine all our leaders having to pay 

allegiance to the land first, and if the land was not abundant and was not fruitful, 

then you get rid of your leader. That's easy for me. That's the way it should be. 

00:26:07 Janet Conner:   That sounds absolutely fabulous [laughter]. And I'm 

laughing very hard over here because when you said that you sent all the 

fundamentalists to America, I have just been opening my mother's genealogy 

book and paying attention to it again. She gave it to us as a gift that none of us 

appreciated in the '70s and '80s. She did this genealogy before the computer, 

before ancestry.com. Years and years of sending letters to churches and 

graveyards. 

00:26:43 Well, you just said you sent the fundamentalists? I think I'm tenth generation from 

a French Huguenot who came on the boat after the Mayflower called the New 

Netherland. So my family, who until my generation were off the chart 

fundamentalists, okay, you threw us out. So now I'm doing my small part to shift 

that [laughter] back. But, yeah. And she included a picture, a drawing of the New 

Netherland, so. 

00:27:23 Dr. Christine Page: So it wasn't that we didn't… what the message is always 

like is you weren't allowed to practice your religion. No, actually we didn't want 

you to practice the religion in the extreme way you were practising it. 

00:27:36 Janet Conner:  Yeah. Bingo. 

00:27:37 Dr. Christine Page:  So extremism is not something that the Brits get on very 

well with [laughter]. And so we love, I love living in America because there is so 

much extremism and wonderful energy, you know? But the fact is it is first and 

foremost how do we live together, and how do we live with the land? And the 

land is us. It's not separate from us. 

00:28:03 Janet Conner:  That is actually… I mean, you and I know that and we say 

that. But that's like a radical idea from a political standpoint, at least in the United 

States. 
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00:28:14 Dr. Christine Page: Well, it was and when you spoke about the pre-patriarchy, 

everybody understood that you could say, "God was in everything." So everything 

was divine and, therefore, whatever you did to the stone or the tree, you were 

doing to yourself. Again, it wasn't to a God. We didn't separate God out from us. 

So how we treated the land or the water or the tree was how we treated ourselves. 

00:28:43 And when people talk about going to save the earth or save the planet, I start with, 

"Could you just save your body? Because your body has the makeup of all the 

planet. Our lungs are the trees, our bones are the stones, our fluid is the blood, the 

water is the blood, and then our electrical system is the fire. So before you run off 

to go and save the planet, if you could just like your body and take care of it, that 

would be a marvelous thing to do." 

00:29:16 Janet Conner:  And radical, particularly for women. 

00:29:21 Dr. Christine Page: Well, exactly. And we treat our bodies… someone once 

said, "If we took our body to marriage guidance, it would divorce us on the spot 

[laughter]." 

00:29:35 Janet Conner:  Oh. So your body, your body because this whole book 

comes out of a personal experience. You were blessed—I would say that that's a 

correct language around it—to begin to experience cancer. And that was the 

wake-up call, right? 

00:29:59 Dr. Christine Page:  Let me say it was only one of many wake-up calls. I needed 

just to say that because I've always lived a mystical life, but I am a bit stubborn 

like other people maybe who are listening. And [laughter] I keep doing something 

even though my inner truth says, "Isn't it about time you stopped doing that?" So 

for me, being a 40 years of doing medicine, I see illness as a wake-up call from 

the soul, and that I see it as illness as a soul-ution rather than a problem. 

00:30:40 So this is my other very radical message: can we stop looking at illness as 

something that's happened to you or that you've done something wrong. Rather 

see it as a, "Whoopee! Thank you for that opportunity." And when I developed 

breast cancer some seven years ago, I said, "Wow. My soul must love me so 

much it's given me cancer." 

00:31:03 Now, I know that there's a lot of people listening will go, "I could never say that," 

but I could because I'd had other cancers. You know, 85% of people with cancers 

are nice people. I consider myself a nice person who's a pleaser, and so I have 

difficulty not pleasing other people. Again, I'm not alone in this. And so when the 

breast cancer occurred, it didn't come out of the blue. I'd actually had a lump for 

some 20 years, but it had always been benign. 

00:31:37 But the key to my work is I say to someone, "What was going on when you got 

sick?" And what was going on when I developed breast cancer was I was just 

sending this book, The Healing Power of the Sacred Woman, to my publisher. But 
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the chapter on breast cancer or on the breast I had been particularly concerned 

about because I didn't want anybody to think I was being patronizing. 

00:32:06 "How would she know? She hasn't had it." Well, you should never ever tell the 

universe that sort of thought because at that time, literally, I had just sent the book 

off to the publisher. Two weeks later, I develop this breast lump, and it was 

because I could rewrite that chapter based on my own experiences. And during 

the time of having radiotherapy, I literally rewrote that chapter. On the last day of 

my radiotherapy, I sent the book back with this new information in it. 

00:32:39 There you go. That's how the breast cancer was so valuable. Now, did I also learn 

something about myself? Absolutely. And this, again, I hope that people or 

listeners will hear me. We often talk about breast cancer being not loving 

yourself, and maybe I've said that to other people. But when I developed the 

breast cancer, I saw that wasn't true because loving yourself can be, oh, do you go 

for massages? Do you take time out, and do you relax in a bath? I did all of that. 

00:33:11 But because I was such a good pleaser and so intuitive, I had learnt from a very 

early age to read the signs of what you needed in life in order to make you happy. 

And what had happened is my needs had got to the bottom of the pile. I'm sure 

I'm talking to some of you out there, especially women. We are so good at reading 

what other people need, and our priorities become lesser. And so what I realized 

with the breast cancer, it wasn't so much that I wasn't loving myself, I had lost the 

self that needed loving. 

00:33:49 So I took myself back. I mattered. I made my needs matter. And as we often say 

with breast cancer, I learnt to say when someone said, "Will you do something?" I 

learnt to say, "I'll think about it," not, "Yes." And I knew that when I said, "I'll 

think about it," the answer was probably going to be no. But it took time because 

I'm an addictive personality to pleasing other people, and wherever we're 

addicted, it's so hard to break those patterns. 

00:34:24 And something like cancer or illness is often the only way we say, "Enough. I 

have to do things differently." And that was the gift that I developed from the 

cancer. 

00:34:37 Janet Conner:  It does seem that this is such a recurring theme, illness in 

particular. My huge wake-up call was a terrifying divorce. And, yes, it was the 

worst experience I ever went through, but when it was finally over, I was a 

completely different person. And I had this mystical life, and I had this whole new 

writing career. And so I'm on my knees in gratitude for my ex-husband now on 

the other side because I think he shoved me out of the nest in order to become 

who I am. 

00:35:14 And at the same time, I was sick the entire time. If there was a flu around, a cold, 

a anything, I was constantly sick. I got a divorce. Never sick. 
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00:35:25 Dr. Christine Page: There you go. 

00:35:26 Janet Conner:  Never sick until December 1st of 2014. And it was such a 

bizarre experience because I'm never sick that I had to pay attention. I started 

purging, and I purged and I purged and I purged for what turned out to be 40 days 

and 40 nights. Okay. You know? You don't know that when you're in it. It's only 

when you look back that you can see, "Oh. I think that was something important 

here." 

00:35:53 So I'm stuck downstairs in my chair, completely non-functional, couldn't do a 

thing. All I did was soul write, because I always have a journal on my lap, and 

read. So in perfect synchronicity… this is exactly what the vicar told you, right, 

that whatever is coming is holy and good and… yeah. So there I am, sick as 

blazes, sitting in this chair and all I could do was reach out with my right hand 

and go… because I always have books. It's a big table. 

00:36:24 The only books, the only books, the only books on that table were about the 

Divine Feminine. 

 Dr. Christine Page: There you go. 

00:36:30 Janet Conner:  So there was a history of the Divine Feminine starting with 

Maat in Egypt and continuing all the way to the dove on Jesus's shoulder. There 

were books about Mary Magdalene. That's where I learned about numerology and 

gematria. All I did was read these books and do a little soul writing and think 

about it. And on Christmas Eve, I go to write. I've been writing since 1997, and I 

used to address "Dear God," And it wouldn't come out. I mean, my hand just, it 

would not come out.  

00:37:04 This was not an intellectual choice. And my hand wrote instead, "Beloved 

Vibration of Sophia!" The exclamation point has to be there. Now I didn't, as this 

was happening, understand at all. It really took a couple of years to look back to 

realize that seeing the divine as feminine changes absolutely everything.  

00:37:33 Everything changed. And the big change, if I could sort of summarize several 

years of this, gelled about two years ago when I began to perceive that the Divine 

Feminine is not only in me but she's moving. I could like feel her moving lower 

and lower in my body. The Christianity that I grew up in was very intellectual. 

You have to know the answers. You had to memorize the answers to the 

Baltimore Catechism. 

00:38:06 It was intellectual. God was in your head, and the rules were in your head. Now, 

every patriarchal religion today is finally talking about drop from your head to 

your heart. But my body was going lower, and nobody was talking about this. I 

was doing The Soul Directed Life at the time, and I received at least 150 books 

from really top quality publishers. And there were no books talking about this 

Divine Feminine is in your womb.  
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00:38:36 But she was in my womb, and I found I was praying from my womb, living from 

my womb. Absolutely everything changed, so my prayers had to change. And I 

went from thinking my prayers… there's no thinking your prayers. No, I couldn't 

do that today. I have to stand, I have to move, I have to chant, I have to sing. I'm 

constantly dancing my prayers around this house. So everything in my life 

changed. I'd love to hear about the changes in your mystical life. 

00:39:11 Dr. Christine Page: Well, you've asked me a question there, and I'm so with 

what you're saying. I think that, like you, I went through a difficult menopause or 

peri-menopause. It's that 10 years from 46 to 56. And I feel that I wish I had 

known about my periods, as you did, before my menopause because they were a 

challenge for me. 

00:39:43 And I feel that, now, when I speak about my mystical self, I want… and maybe 

I'm opening this question up, but it's really what you mentioned earlier. If we 

could see our mystical experiences as women as being our periods, as being the 

birth, as being the shape that we are, as being the way we speak, the being in our 

womb. People ask me, "Why don't you write a book on men?" and I said, "Well, I 

don't know what it means to be a man." 

00:40:16 And then people, even women would say, "Well, aren't we all the same? We've all 

got an inner masculine and feminine." I say, "I'm not talking about that. I'm 

talking about what makes women unique. I have a womb. I have a vagina. I have 

a vulva. I have ovaries. I have breasts." And there are certain physiological issues 

even in the brain where women have different aspects of their brain enhanced 

compared with men. 

00:40:47 We have a different way of functioning and a lot of that is to do with our estrogen 

and our progesterone. We all have testosterone, but we also have the estrogen and 

progesterone. And they do change us, even when we're postmenopausal. So I may 

be bringing this question up, but what I really want to focus on for women is 

getting back into rhythm because that's your mystical self. What I see is so many 

women trying to be a man. I think we have a lot of mini-men around, and they are 

trying live a 24/7 life. 

00:41:23 And women aren't the same every day of all the days. We do have cycles, and we 

cycle with the moon. And so when we watch the moon, we're saying, "Wow. If 

she has different phases…" And yesterday I looked out at that wonderful waning 

moon that is just before the dark moon. She's so beautiful, and I'm saying, "Wow. 

That's me. I'm waning at the moment." And if we could see ourselves relating to 

her, relating to our own bodies in that way and honor that that would be a 

fantastic first step to understand how we pray. 

00:42:03 We pray through honoring her cycles. We pray through honoring her womb, and 

we pray through the glory, just what you were speaking about, that dancing and 

singing. We don't pray because we lack something. We pray because we're full of 
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it. We don't pray against something. We pray to enhance what we are. It's a very 

different energy. 

00:42:29 Janet Conner:  I have to write that down. Don't pray because you lack 

something, pray because you're full. Mm, mm, mm. So that is telling me, a) what 

I'm personally experiencing… and thanks to Emma Kupu Mitchell, my dear 

friend and moon astrologer in Hawaii, she started us at the beginning of this year 

tracking the moon and our energy and what's going on with us and our deep soul 

writing. 

00:43:00 We started doing that I think in The Moon & Me this spring. And so now I've 

done it April, May, June, July, August. Five months of this. If I had been doing 

this my entire life? Because just in these five months, I can see the rhythm, I can 

see the pattern, I can see the energy flowing, I can see those cycles. And so 

instead of fighting them or going, "Why am I so bloody tired today?" or whatever 

the issue is, I can simply match the picture of the moon. 

00:43:38 And I'm also now paying enough attention every single evening to look at her, to 

thank her, to look out the window, to go to sleep with her size, her movement in 

my awareness, in my prayers, in my body. This is radical. And it's so simple. 

00:43:58 Dr. Christine Page: It really is simple and, of course, it isn't radical to our 

ancient sisters. How did we ever get disconnected? And I've worked with a lot of 

Indigenous women, and they honored the time of the period, the moon time. But 

that got distorted as well. And maybe at some point, I would love to just share the 

way I like to see this three-day ritual, this importance to women whether you're 

premenopausal or postmenopausal. We need to have a ritual that honors our most 

powerful time and that for women is either the first three days of your period or 

the three days of the dark moon, which are just coming up now.  

00:44:48 We're just… and it's no surprise that we're talking now. This is coming into the 

dark moon phase. And I feel that there's so much has happened, if I may say, even 

when we get caught up in the full moon. The full moon is not our powerful time 

as women. It's the time when the light is fullest. The light is the masculine. 

00:45:10 Nothing wrong with that. You can dance to the full moon, but the power time is 

darkness. Women are more powerful in darkness, mystery, the unknown. And 

that's what scared the patriarchy because if women are powerful in darkness, that's 

where you cannot go if you have only masculine energy. You're scared of that 

place, and so realigning women to that. And the other thing that I think has been a 

disservice and, again, it's something that happened in the '60s where we 

developed the pill. 

00:45:44 And, of course, we all said, "Marvelous. This gives us freedom. It gives us a 

contraception that we can use. We can choose if we want to get pregnant." But I 

see it as a distortion. I took the pill. I'm not against it. But it flat-lined our normal 
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cycles. And now what I hear is so many young women being given the pill, a 

patch, an injection to stop their cycles all together because they're being told, 

"Well, it is so inconvenient, and you don't want to get pregnant anyway. So why 

don't we just stop your periods?" 

00:46:19 And so one thing I just want to make sure I put across, Janet, we as women have 

on average about 450 cycles in our lifetime. We have 2 million eggs when we're 

conceived, so those eggs are not only about having a baby. We have 450 

opportunities during our menstrual time to give birth to a new idea. And since the 

birth rate is only one to two babies in a lifetime of a woman, that's on average, it's 

illogical that we would have 450 cycles for one to two babies. 

00:46:58 We would just have a kind of a short period and that's it. I mean, it would be like, 

okay, in this 10 years, have your babies. No. Women, every month from the 

moment their periods start and beyond the menopause, are primed to give birth to 

a new idea. It may be a baby, a new consciousness. And once we help everybody 

understand that this is the power that women have which is to empty what they 

don't need, connect to their power, their creativity, these eggs, and then give birth, 

then we make sure that we make the most of every month, especially around our 

periods and around the dark moon. 

00:47:43 Janet Conner:  That is exactly what tracking the moon on this oval chart 

that actually originated with Demetra George. It's just one piece of paper. Keep it 

in your journal every single day. And I am seeing exactly that pattern. The 

astrologers will talk about the new moon period as a time to initiate new ideas, 

and my body said, "No." But, hey, they're the astrologers, right? 

00:48:15 So I would still try to come up with some new idea during the dark of the moon, 

and it never worked. Well, because what my body was saying is, "Stop. Be still. 

Just be still." Now the divine plants the seed. Not Janet setting an intention. And 

sure enough, when I look at these five months that I've been tracking it, I can see 

that Sophia, the name of the Divine Feminine for me, that energy plants a seed in 

these three days if I will just be still. 

00:48:52 Do more deep soul writing, listen to more music, dance around the kitchen, go for 

long walks outside, read, but not produce. Not produce. 

00:49:04 Dr. Christine Page: That's right. And then the key to it, I have to say, is the 

emptying. It's a bit like yoga. The more you breathe out, the more you can breathe 

in. So the first day of your period and the first day of the dark moon, in the 

evening especially, is empty. And that is the key is how do we empty ourselves of 

our beliefs, of our identities, of our own old pains? How do we become empty and 

enter mystery? 

00:49:35 And just as you say, if I'm already full of what I want, there's no space in my 

womb for new ideas, new growth. So the emptying is everything. And now I 
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teach this through my work, through my groups, is on that first day, "What am I 

letting go of?" And the only way we're going to really empty is to become full 

before that. So the few days before your period or before the dark moon, fill 

yourself with, "What have I achieved this month? What have I learned this 

month? What am I happy about this month? What am I bringing to my heart this 

month?"  

00:50:11 Because it's a bit like the harvest, why during a harvest, first of all, you feed the 

animals, you feed the land, you feed yourself because you cannot go into winter 

empty. And so when we feed ourselves with all those things, we're willing to let 

go of what is no longer necessary. And, truly, the message is we are dying to the 

old parts of ourselves on this first day of the dark moon, first day of your period. 

00:50:40 And that's like, "Oh, yes. I'm always dying." No. Die, die to the sense that you 

have no knowing on the third day of what's going to be reborn. And the emptier 

you are, the more full you can become, as you say, on that second day when you 

connect, not with intention, but you connect to abundance with unlimited 

potential. Then on that third day, you can draw that new energy into your body 

but without knowing what it is. It's not with our limited thinking. 

00:51:13 It's whatever the goddess brings to me, I will fulfill, I will birth, I will create, I 

will manifest in this next month. 

00:51:22 Janet Conner:  I had that exact experience. Demetra George also talks 

about the fact that this cycle, the 28 or 29 days of the moon, replicates of course 

in the year in the way that you just described: that as in the fall and the harvest 

and then we go into the if you want to call it the dark moon, that would be the 

winter solstice, the dark of the dark of winter. And then that pattern replicates in 

your personal life. Now, this was the first time I read this.  

00:51:49 This was the first time. It was a surprise like, "Oh. Look at that," that this 

pattern… because it makes perfect sense. If this is the pattern of life, then it's the 

pattern in your body. It's the pattern in the earth's body, in her year, and it's the 

pattern in your birth year. So it just so happened that I went to Minnesota thinking 

I was leading a retreat exactly at the time of my 71st birthday this past June. And 

the retreat, no matter what I did, didn't work. And this doesn't happen. I can put 

out an intensive and 100 people show up. It's like, "Well, okay. I don't get this." 

00:52:31 Now, I can see the pattern. So there I was in the completion of this last month 

before the birth of me at 71, this new year, with nothing to do. So it was sort of a 

gift of a new moon time period for the end of May and the beginning of June. So 

my sister and sister-in-law, they've got to go to work, and I am just sitting in their 

backyard in Minnesota. That's it. 

00:53:02 But I had my trinity books with me, so I had Demetra George. I had you. I had 

Merlin Stone. I had a book on Mary Magdalene, and I had nothing to do but sit 
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outside in their gorgeous backyard under the maple tree, wisteria in bloom, with 

the dogs all day long. Now, I didn't consciously say, "Oh, I'd like to give birth to a 

new idea, so I'm going to set this up." But my body created this situation, and as 

I'm sitting there, I simply uploaded, I simply received an initiation process 

ceremony called Goddess Rising, which I now know is the work of the next 10 

years of my life. 

00:53:46 If I had been busy doing that retreat, I would not have created this space for the 

Divine Feminine to plant this seed, which I now see as the most gorgeous seed 

I've ever received. So this cycle… and the female body knows it. I guess that's 

what I'm trying to say is the female body knows this if you'll just tune in, right? 

00:54:10 Dr. Christine Page: Exactly, exactly. And the womb is an amazing place of 

transformation. It takes a few cells and makes a baby, but it also takes all our old 

emotions and we shed it as blood when we have a period. For postmenopausal, we 

can take a glass of water and put our hands around that water and just infuse into 

the water what we're letting go of at the first day of your period or first day of the 

new moon, of the dark moon, and then you can pour that on the earth. 

00:54:41 And this womb is what women, unfortunately, we get so full in our womb of 

other people's energies, old energies. The womb is the place of relationships, so 

any pain we've ever felt in relationship goes into that womb to be released once 

we have taken the gems of wisdom from it. So I go back to that clearing just to 

say that many a time, in many traditions, they talked about the period being an 

unclean time. Well, it's absolutely true. 

00:55:14 You are unclean in that time because you are shedding old energy. And in other 

traditions and especially Native American tradition which I was taught, the men 

would come and say, "Could you take this old emotion that I don't want anymore, 

and could you transform it and shed it during your period?" So the men in our life 

haven't got that facility to do that. This is what makes women so powerful during 

this time and why, on that first day especially, you should never prepare food for 

your men because they don't want to eat it because you're literally feeding them 

with what they're wanting you to get rid of. 

00:55:54 So it's a luxury on that first day—you can make it all three days if you want—you 

say, "Please cook for me," because no man would want to eat the food you've just 

cooked because he wants you to get rid of the energy. 

00:56:09 Janet Conner:  My mother never taught me this [laughter]. 

00:56:11 Dr. Christine Page:  Yes, I know. My mother never taught me. I mean, and 

women should not have sex on those first few days because a man, again, will be 

disempowered by your power. 

00:56:23 Janet Conner:  So is this… I've underlined, I think, something on every 

single page of your book. And I've read it once now and I'm in the re-read. That's 
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how I know this is a treasure in my life when I find I need to reread the book over 

and over and then like annually. And so just a few books are like essential, and 

Demetra George and Merlin Stone and you are these books that there's so much to 

eat. There's so much to digest that I'll be returning and returning and returning. 

00:56:58 And so in preparation for this conversation, I opened it to see what can I ask you, 

what can… and I was overwhelmed with, "But it's all fabulous. How can I 

possibly choose?" And then I looked at my notes, and I opened page 280 [voice 

cracks]. And I feel like this is it. This is just the essence, the divinity, the beauty, 

and it's just a sentence. "It is impossible not to be loved by the Great Mother for 

we are made in Her exact image." 

00:57:33 And, of course, when we hear the word image, we hear Genesis. And even if 

somebody said, "God isn't gendered," that "made in our image," unfortunately, 

came across as a masculine physical image or a masculine energy. So to me, you 

can hear how teary I get about this. I am made in Her image. 

00:57:56 Dr. Christine Page: That's right. That's right. That's right. And we don't have to 

do anything but celebrate our bodies, our cycles, our beingness, our song, our 

dance. When we fully draw that energy up… and we're talking about bringing it 

from Mother Earth, not from above our head, please, that all Her energy comes 

from within that earth. When we draw that up in our prayers and we dance it, we 

sing it, we love the body that we are, we honor these cycles, we are living and 

honoring this Divine Feminine. 

00:58:34 Janet Conner:  I discovered this. Emma Kupu Mitchell creates the… or 

receives. She doesn't create them. She receives the guidance on all of the sacred 

anointing oils for each of the intensives. She goes outside on the sacred land in 

Hawaii and is told, the plants tell her, "This, this, this, and this." But I am the one 

who typically receives the anointing process, the words, and I don't even ask for 

it. This isn't about intentions, and it never comes when I expect it. 

00:59:06 But I will receive this anointing. So I received the anointing for this very 

important intensive that's happening right now called Healing Your 3 Wombs for 

which your book is our textbook. And this is very different. The anointing, it was 

so clear, comes up from Mother Earth. So the first thing you do, it's so simple. 

Some of the other ones we're anointing all the chakras. It's complicated. You have 

a little piece of paper. 

00:59:37 No. This is so simple. You simply put your feet on Mother Earth and feel Her 

energy way down, way down. And the languaging I've used for that is Queen of 

Earth. And, now, with your anointing oil, you make snakes going up your legs, up 

your body, all the way, all the way to above your head where you now touch the 

Queen of Heaven. Now you draw the Queen of Heaven down in a triangle as you 

say, "Goddess in goddess. Lover in lover." Invert the triangle, go down to pierce 

the energy of your womb, "Holy in holy." That's it. 
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01:00:14 Dr. Christine Page: Beautiful. Magnificent. Yes. 

01:00:17 Janet Conner:  I mean, that's what… right? Well! I really like this! This is 

fabulous. But it's exactly what you just said. It's not from above. It's not from 

above because that's that masculine, you know, the light above, above, above. It is 

the Queen of Earth is the first queen, and she rises through your body. 

01:00:39 Dr. Christine Page: Right. Absolutely. Beautiful. Beautiful. And she, of course, 

represents and was represented by the original, the primordial energy of creation. 

She was often seen as a dragon or serpent energy. And I think the patriarchy was 

scared of her because if at any point they created something and then this 

primordial energy, which they called chaos, could come and wipe everything 

away, they needed to cut their ties with her. 

01:01:08 And this is why you see so many stories of killing the dragon, killing the serpent. 

Because as long as we kill that energy, then we have control over life and, of 

course, that isn't natural. 

01:01:23 Janet Conner:  That is so upsetting. As a little kid, my son just demanded 

books about dragons. So the great treasures, now that he's 30, I've saved some of 

his favorite children's books and half of them are about dragons. But I didn't 

connect the dots that this is the Divine Feminine until I started doing this deep 

exploration of the Divine Feminine. Now, all of those chivalry stories, killing the 

dragon? When I go to St. Michael's Shrine, this adorable homemade shrine in 

Tarpon Springs that I adore, but the very first thing you see when you walk in is 

Michael killing the dragon. 

01:02:05 St. George killing the dragon. Now, of course, that's just like a pierce right 

through my heart. I can't bear to see anything around the serpent or the dragon 

because that's me, that's us, that's Mother Earth, that's who we are. But the 

patriarchy turned all those things, look at the Garden of Eden story, into the bad 

guy. 

01:02:27 Dr. Christine Page: They did, and the facts of the matter is the female, as we've 

talked about the moon, she goes through the virgin-mother-crone, virgin-mother-

crone. And she will cycle through, whether we call it springtime, summer, winter, 

the same cycles. The fact is that many of these stories talk about how the virgin or 

the maiden was being taken by the dragon into the underworld and killed, and so 

the masculine came along to save the virgin being killed. 

01:02:58 All the stories talk about this. What's interesting is it's the maiden wanted to 

become the crone. She had no problem cycling. But who was scared of being 

taken into the underworld? And that was the masculine. And this is why I'm 

speaking about this first day of the cycle. I know I'm stressing this, but sex was 

always a process where the masculine would surrender its energy in order to be 

taken fully into this unlimited potential of the feminine. 
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01:03:30 Again, we're not talking about masculine and feminine and male and female, but 

the act of sex between a man and a woman was the masculine would lose 

themselves or surrender into the feminine. The act of birth is the opposite. We are 

born out of oneness into duality. So it's a loss of duality into oneness. The 

masculine in all of us, male or female, has a fear of letting go of its identity, 

surrendering who it is into mystery. 

01:04:00 And so George and the dragon or Michael and the dragon or any other culture I go 

to, they are killing the dragon because she is demanding that they surrender to her. 

And if we kill that energy then it won't demand that of us. But they don't 

understand that if you kill the dragon or the serpent, you kill the cycles. And 

therefore, there is no growth when you stop cycles. So we are at this point in 

history now where we cannot grow, we cannot change and transform, unless we 

embody, not just the feminine, but the crone. 

01:04:36 Mary Magdalene, Isis, Ereshkigal, Lilith, all of these energies are saying, "You 

need to go into your own darkness. You need to come into the mystery in order to 

evolve into something else. Otherwise, you just create the same thing over and 

over again." 

01:04:52 Janet Conner:  Over and over, and we can see that. So tell us about the… 

you had sent me this ritual to give everyone. Of course, it's perfect that the Prayer 

Bag is #13, so tell us about that. 

01:05:12 Dr. Christine Page: Well, I think… Thank you. I've really been trying to share 

that because I knew that that was in my package. So what I want today is, please, 

this three day ritual, it's for everybody. If your man wants to do it, I'd do it around 

the dark moon. But if you're a woman, do it either on the three days of your 

period, or if your periods are flat lined by being on a pill or a patch, injection, 

focus on the dark moon time. And the dark moon is the day before the new moon, 

the day of the new moon, the day after the new moon. 

01:05:43 These are the three days you cannot see a moon in the sky. That's why they call it 

the dark moon. And on that first day is the emptying, and I give instructions of 

how to empty, again, whether you have a period or not. But the key to it is you are 

dying to your identities. You're literally saying, "I don't know who I am…" No, I 

should say, "I am no longer committed only to my external identities." When we 

let go of what's external to us, we find what's important to us internally. 

01:06:16 So on the first day, you let go of your external identities. Even that might be your 

connection to your children, your partner. You say, "I let go and release my need 

to be seen as a mother, a wife," whatever it is you tell everybody. Second day, 

which as you've described so beautifully, you just connect through your soul to 

anything that makes you joyful and nurturing. Many a time it may just be sitting 

having fun, but it's often the time where you're not necessarily connecting to other 
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people. It's connecting, I would say, send your roots into Mother Earth and 

connect to the Divine Feminine there. 

01:06:52 And then on that third morning, when you get out of bed, it doesn't have to be at 

sunrise because it's a little early at the moment. But just if you can, take yourself 

into nature, send your roots into Mother Earth and, as you described so 

beautifully, let that serpent-dragon energy draw into you that which you are going 

to birth this month without necessarily knowing what it looks like. Just the last 

little piece, before you send those roots down, connect to your heart because that's 

where your soul's imprint is. 

01:07:22 And your soul knows what you're here for. So my only prayer ever is, "Let me be 

all that I am this life," and then I get out of my way because I've got no clue what 

that looks like, but my heart knows. 

01:07:39 Janet Conner:  Let me be all that I am in this life. 

01:07:43 Dr. Christine Page: Yep. That's my prayer. 

01:07:47 Janet Conner:  Woah. Let me be all that I am in this life. So for the people 

listening the next dark moon is on September 28th.  

01:08:00 Dr. Christine Page: That's right. 

01:08:02 Janet Conner:  And if you're listening after that, October 27th. And of 

course, the dates could be slightly off depending upon Southern— 

01:08:08 Dr. Christine Page: Where you're living. Where you live. So the first day of the 

dark moon, as you say, I see September 28th as… if you need to look in your 

calendar, diary, there are so many great apps that teach you when the new moon 

is, but the day I'm talking about is the day before when you have to empty 

yourself. You're emptying your womb if you're a lady. You're literally taking your 

womb out, beautiful bowl, imagine it is a beautiful bowl, and just tip out all the 

contents into the Great Mother Ocean. 

01:08:40 Say, "Please transform." Clean out your bowl, put it back in and be ready for the 

day after the new moon when you fill it up again. 

01:08:49 Janet Conner:  Well, you'll be tickled to hear that your student, Keren 

Brown, is joining Emma Kupu Mitchell and me in this Healing Your 3 Wombs. 

And because of your teaching that Keren is trained on, we've changed the last day 

of the intensive to Sunday the 29th, the third day. And so she's going to do a video, 

teach everybody, give everyone the gift that you're giving here. And we have a 

private Facebook group, so we can talk and share amongst one another. And then 

we can, on that final day, celebrate the completion of this ritual together. 

01:09:28 Dr. Christine Page: What a perfect timing. Perfect. 

01:09:31 Janet Conner:  Well, and of course, once again, this is not planned. 
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01:09:34 Dr. Christine Page: The coincidences, yes. 

01:09:36 Janet Conner:  Well, and you'll get a kick out of how this intensive… I do 

9 or 10 a year, and at the beginning of the year, I have no idea what they're going 

to be. They come to me. Well, last spring, I'm sitting outside on a beautiful spring 

day in Florida, doing my deep soul writing and deep soul reading, and a snake… 

because I'm in Florida, black racer snakes are on the property. And I love them. I 

love them. I love them because they're snakes, and also because black racer 

snakes make sure that there's no vermin anywhere near your house. So I just adore 

them. 

01:10:09 Well, I'm just sitting outside and, out of the corner of my eye, there goes a snake. 

And so I noted it in that moon chart. Second day, I'm outside. I'm doing my 

reading and my deep soul writing. Snake slithers past. Okay. That's number two. 

Third day, three snakes in a row. And then, and then, the next day, the day that I 

actually uploaded from Mother Earth this intensive… I've lived in this house 20 

years. This has never happened before, probably never happen again. 

01:10:40 I noticed the movement, so one snake is traveling west to east. One snake criss-

crosses. I mean, they're together. I can see all three of them at once. And they 

made these three directional moves, and I felt like they were saying, "You 

noticed, right? You noticed?" And the minute I put my eyes back down on my 

page, I received everything for Healing Your 3 Wombs. Now, I'd have to go back. 

I'm going to go look at my chart as soon as we hang up and look at what phase of 

the moon it was on the day that I received this. 

01:11:12 Right? Because I'm willing to bet anything that it's right after… it's probably that 

beginning of the crescent moon where, okay, now you're ready. Here's the seed. 

I'm going to go check. 

01:11:24 Dr. Christine Page: Brilliant! 

01:11:25 Janet Conner:  Oh, Christine. I love… I'm going to tell everybody one 

more time The Healing Power of the Sacred Woman… now, you have other 

books. Tell us about the others as well. 

01:11:36 Dr. Christine Page: I have, yes. Well, I wrote a companion to that called The 

Handbook of Women's Mysteries, which is a shorter book, and it has a lot of 

visual imageries in it. So anybody interested, they can even download that. We 

offer it as a CD, as a download mp3. But I really felt that sometimes we need to 

do the process, the visual imagery, as much as we need to read, and so that's why 

I created that. And I've even made it into an online course, which is what Keren 

went through herself, so that you do the work yourself.  

01:12:08 And I phased it over six months, and people say, "Wow. That's a little long." But 

we have to go through just what you describe. It takes us six months to go through 

getting used to cycling again. 
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01:12:20 Janet Conner:  Yeah. You don't notice it the first because I've noticed that 

in Deep Soul Writing in the Mystic, I gave everybody this chart. Well, if it's just 

one new moon to new moon— 

  Dr. Christine Page: That's right. 

01:12:30 Janet Conner:  I mean, you're not yet seeing the patterns. I didn't begin to 

see the repeating, recurring energetic, an idea and emotional patterns, until I did it 

for four or five months. 

01:12:40 Dr. Christine Page: That's right. And each month in my online course, I give 

you a different set of instructions about what your letting go of and, of course, 

you're not just going to let go. You have to think about it before you let go. So 

you're saying, "Well, what do I think about this, and who am I?" So one of the 

exercises is very much meeting our dark goddess, as we might call it, our power 

goddess because so many women are scared of their power. And so we need to 

honor that because sometimes as women, we are actually expressing our power, if 

I may say, as manipulation. 

01:13:14 And it would be much better if we just express it as it is [laughter] and be a 

powerful women and not be a manipulative one. So I recognize all the patterns of 

the different ways in which we have used power in the past as women. And what I 

want to see is the embodied, powerful woman, the one that I know knows who 

she is and is not scared of who she is because she is just love. And the two come 

together. 

01:13:42 Janet Conner:  So is there… we try to pray together, to do something 

together on the show, and I'm not imagining quite how we can do that. But is 

there something that—? 

01:13:57 Dr. Christine Page: I can do a rooting exercise which I think might go down 

well because I, like you, believe in the rooting. But I recognize just how many 

times we are not rooted, I like to say rather than grounded. As you'll see in my 

book, I do not like to number the chakras with number one as the base because 

what's the chakra under my feet? And so, so much has happened that we have 

been disconnected from the root chakra, both by killing the dragon but by also 

limiting the chakras to the base upwards. 

01:14:31 And even some of the meditations, I will say, as a woman when we are sitting 

cross-legged as a woman, this does nothing for us because, if I may say, your 

vagina is actually pointing horizontally and not vertically. So the best type of 

meditations for a woman would be standing or kneeling where, if I may say, your 

vagina is pointing downwards. And this gives you much more power. And last 

thing before we start this little meditation is, really, if I found that if you had a bad 

relationship with your mother, you probably have a bad relationship with Mother 
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Earth and that you probably are not rooted into her because if you didn't trust your 

mother, you're not going to trust Mother Earth. 

01:15:12 So this little exercise is really just to help you trust again, feel loved again because 

we might talk about the Great Mother, but if we don't trust her, we will not be 

able to draw on her abundance. So shall we do this little meditation? So, please, if 

you would, wherever you are, I would prefer that you're still. You're not driving 

or doing anything like that. But please be in the space where you can close your 

eyes safely. 

01:15:42 And you can stand if you want, or you can be seated. But what's important is your 

feet are on the ground. If you want to do this outside, even better, without your 

shoes on. And then take a few deep breaths with your eyes closed, so you take a 

short in breath and a long out breath. And, again, this can be troublesome. We're 

not used to breathing out as much as we are as breathing in and holding our 

breath. So as you breathe out, a lovely sigh is worth it [sigh]. 

01:16:12 You really feel that breath go right through your body, taking all the thoughts 

with it, right into Mother Earth. And just for this process, I'm going to suggest 

you might, when you are doing this on your own, take many more breaths in order 

to settle yourself. But we're just going to keep moving forward. Now, take your 

awareness to the soles of your feet, the bottom of your feet, and imagine that there 

is a magnet on the soles of your feet. 

01:16:44 And there's an even larger magnet in Mother Earth. You can say from the center 

of the earth. And the magnet is so strong She's pulling you into Her. And you feel 

so willing to let go, so willing to just trust that energy, that love that is pulling you 

into Her. 

01:17:14 And as you do, imagine that you have roots going into Mother Earth's soil in all 

directions. And allow that soil to be warm, nurturing, supportive. And let that soil 

surround your roots in a loving way, so you feel held, supported, but not 

suffocated. 

01:17:55 And feel that love, maybe for the first time, that it's safe to be on this earth and 

that there is a power greater than you that holds and loves you in ways you 

couldn't even start to imagine. 

01:18:21 And I'm just going to complete on that, letting you just gently bring your 

awareness back to the room where you are but reminding yourself at any time that 

you feel in your head, confused, anxious, root yourself. All the answers will come 

when you're present here on this earth in this loving energy. 

01:18:50 Janet Conner:  It's so simple and perfect and powerful. I think getting out 

of bed in the morning would be a lovely time. Stepping into bed, you know, that 

last opportunity standing on your feet. 
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  Dr. Christine Page: That's right. 

01:19:11 Janet Conner:  Just so perfect. And it's perfect for everyone praying in 

They Are All Our Children because the first thing we do is send down our roots, 

and it gives us the strength to pray for the children that are in the internment 

camps, the immigrant internment camps. So I can think of so… I mean, well, just 

limitless times when this is the perfect prayer. And to add to it, your beautiful… I 

love your… let me make sure I say it correctly. I've been taking copious notes. 

Let me be all that I am in this life. 

01:19:53 To say that. Oh, Christine. This is just such a beautiful and important 

conversation. Listeners, if you've been listening to this on Google or iTunes, 

because you can subscribe to this podcast on countless platforms, do come to my 

website janetconner.com/13—I think it's pretty easy to remember that this is the 

13th conversation—because I wanted this show to be so… I wanted it to be food. 

01:20:31 So much more than, "Here's a lovely conversation that you listen to," and so I 

create these Show Notes pages for every conversation. And at 

janetconner.com/13, you can meet Dr. Page, links to her books and her site. You 

can follow… I've been taking lots of notes, and I'll be putting in that blue box, the 

Prayer Action Box, specific things that you can do to turn this from a 

conversation you listen to, to embodied prayer practices. 

01:21:06 And you can get transcripts. Transcripts are very unusual for a podcast, but this is 

really, really important to me. I find that when I reread the transcripts, there's 

more food and more food and more food, and that's a free gift for you. Of course, 

you can click on Prayer Bag #13 and get your ritual for the dark moon from Dr. 

Page. And then, for heaven's sake, click on that orange bar and join our Facebook 

community—you do have to ask to join—and talk to Dr. Page and talk to one 

another. 

01:21:44 Let's share our experiences in these practices, in your rooting meditation, and 

especially in the dark of the moon. And I know you're all going to want to get the 

book, and we can have sort of a book club there talking about The Healing Power 

of the Sacred Woman. So I always give a gift to my beautiful guest, and this one 

feels perfect. I call myself a Prayer Artist because a) I was awakened and told I 

am and b) the prayers began to come and come and come and come. 

01:22:20 And this one came. And at first I was afraid to read it to anybody because it's so 

visceral. It's so raw. But I spoke it out loud on a little video in honor of Dr. 

Christine Blasey Ford when she broke the silence about Brett Kavanaugh's 

behavior in high school. But this is the first time I've read it in public.  

01:22:46 "Light Rising" 

  Light has substance 

but it's a substance we cannot grasp or mold or measure 
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  But you can  

And you do  

  You create from light: planets and people,  

stars and seeds, music and movement, color and curve 

  If I understand light not as something ephemeral  

but as something real, tangible, holy… 

  If I understand creation not as something from nothing 

but as the sacred art of light rising into being… 

  If I understand enlightenment not as transcending the physical 

but as seeing light in every cell of my body, every drop of water, every atom of 

soil 

  If I understand the spiritual life not as seeking something  

but as awakening to the miracle of what life already is… 

  Then, the struggle with the body— 

the female body, my body—is over 

  I am not an impediment to your holiness 

I am your holiness 

  I am the place where light rises into being 

  I am your home— 

your human home 

your holy home 

your only home 

 

And I, at last, am home  

01:24:36 Timothy Frantzich's Voice: This conversation in the mystic with Prayer Artist 

Janet Conner has been rated L. 

01:24:46 [music] You are not moving, you are being moved.  

  You are not singing, you are being sung.  

  You are not praying, you are being prayed  

  Prayed at the speed of love. 
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